
 

 

 

M L K T O K E N 

WHITE PAPER 

We are rebuilding the Maharlika Nation! The once glorious nation that was lost in time is now 

ready to redeem itself and be connected to the modern world of blockchain technology. Our 

freedom token the Maharlika Token is our door, one step closer to our goal of connecting the 

free people the Maharlikans to the MetaVerse! 

Maharlika Token (MLK) is our foundational currency that allows its community to hold millions of 

it in their wallets.  

MLK  will  be  the  first  to  be  listed  and  incentivized  on 

MaharlikaExchange, our proprietary DEX. 

Contract Address: 0x97ea2f13f5c1ab85ba0ae3fda34a70878defc084 

Total Supply: 7,707,707,007 

Liquidity Burn (as of writing 96% of liquidity burned): 

0x47a4f9fe494bae976fb504c46d47846c5b0d40bfaa2de921a5451109 6c7d2fbd  

Maharlika Digital Peso (MDP) is a stable coin to make it easier for every Maharlikans to transact 

their daily activities within their localities thru MaharlikaExPay. 

The first Philippine Peso based cryptocurrency that can be used both online and offline through 

MaharlikaExPay. 

Email : info@maharlikatoken.com 
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WHITE PAPER 

M L K  T O K E N 

Contract Address: 0x97ea2f13f5c1ab85ba0ae3fda34a70878defc084 

OUR PROJECTS: 

We partnered with MACDC VENTURES INCORPORATED to setup a trading school that will help 

Maharlikans learn the world of crypto. 

The 7,707,707,007 supply of Maharlika Token is now ready to be utilized as payment, and is 

already accepted by some merchants not only in NCR but also in some shops in Puerto Galera, 

Oriental Mindoro, Philippines. More Shops to follow. 

7th of December, 2021 the token was created and was sold to some friends to help boost and 

expedite the fulfillment of our project. 

Soon, we will lock more and provide liquidity to some exchanges to give back to those who 

believed in us. 

NFT Games are also under development and MaharlikaMedia, a 

Magazine will be release quarterly to provide you the progress that we make. 

We are also partnering with other local shops and businesses and even artists to provide you 

products and services with an easier and faster transaction thru Maharlika Technology both 

online and offline! 

We vision the MaharlikaPlace, a great place that a real Maharlikan should live in. A luxurious place 

that will be under the Maharlika EcoSystem. 

M L K T O K E N 
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This is just the beginning of a new era for each and everyone of us, the Maharlikans. When the 

time is right and ofcourse, good things cannot be rushed, MaharlikaPay will be crucial point of 

contact between the Maharlikans and the decentralized world locally and globally and it will allow 

us to actualize our vision of widespread adoption of cryptocurrency. 

We thank you, because without your participation, none of this would be possible. 

  

  

  

  

  

The Maharlikans 

Disclaimer: This document is up to date at the time of publishing. Please note that the information herein does not 

constitute investment, financial, trading, or any sort of advice and you should not treat any of the content as such. 

You should conduct your own due diligent research and consult your financial advisor before making any investment 

decisions. By purchasing any MaharlikaToken product, you agree that you are not purchasing a security of investment 

and you agree to hold us harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that these 

products is "as is" and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form 

from our team. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make 

any purchase. 

Email : info@maharlikatoken.com 
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M L K  T O K E N 

MLK TOKEN CONCEPT GENERATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

09.2021 

M.A.C.D.C Ventures Trading School 

09.2021 

- founded to help Maharlikans to learn trading and be exposed to the world of 

cryptocurrencies 

CREATION OF OUR FOUNDATIONAL CURRENCY,  

THE MLK TOKEN 

11.2021 

MLK TOKEN PRE-SALE 

12.2021 

MLK TOKEN WEBSITE LAUNCH 

01.2022 

MLK TOKEN SWAP EXCHANGE LISTING 

02.2022 

MAHARLIKA ECOSYSTEM 

06.2022 
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MAHARLIKA TOKEN ECOSYSTEM 

MaharlikaMall 

- a digital environment to meet and do business 

MaharlikaExPay 

- a payment system for peer to peer, small and medium enterprise. It will be available online 

and offline 

MaharlikaWallet 

- a wallet to hold your cryptocurrencies and other digital assets 

MaharlikaExchange 

- a defi environment to trade assets with millions of people around theworld 

MaharlikaMedia 

- a Magazine to keep you updated with our progress 
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MaharlikaPlace 

- a Real Estate for Real Maharlikans 

MAHARLIKA TOKEN PARTNERS 

 M.A.C.D.C.  

    Trading School 

MAHARLIKA TOKEN PROJECT 

 MEXPAY. 

 

Others for listing 

THE MAHARLIKANS 

RJ Nepacina  

MLK Creator/ President 

Gen Israel 

VP/HEAD-DEVELOPER 

Benito Tan 

Marketing Team 


